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local entities, to more easily
contract for ASIS’s security education and training services.
Government agencies and
other organizations using the
GSA schedule for purchases
may now contract for ASIS’s
board-certified, security-training courses for protection professionals, security professionals, and investigators through
GSA Contract Number GS-02F0186W, Schedule 874, Miss ion
Oriented Business Integrated
Services (“MOBIS”). For more
information on the GSA Schedules program visit www.gsa.gov.

Wharton/ASIS
Security Executives
Program Upcoming
The Wharton/ASIS Program
for Security Executives will be
held November 29-December

3 and January 31-February 4 at
the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania. Designed for chief security officers and others in
high-level security management positions, the course is
offered over two weeks, which
are separated by a two-month
hiatus.
The security risks facing
many organizations today are
greater than ever, yet these rising challenges may not be reflected in the budget. Security
executives are left wondering
how to communicate a clear
business case for investments
in security, how to present security strategies that the Csuite will be receptive to, and
how to manage security resources to make the most effect on an organization.

The Wharton/ASIS Program
for Security Executives offers
core business knowledge from
one of the world’s leading
business schools. This twoweek certificate course is

lenges, as well as help security
executives to work more effectively with other leaders in an
organization and communicate the bottom-line impact of
security decisions.

The design of the program
emphasizes application of ideas
learned in the classroom.
taught by many of the same
faculty who have made Wharton’s MBA program one of the
top-ranked in the world. It covers the core concepts of business to broaden managerial
and strategic perspectives, enhance business instincts and
sharpen attendees’ abilities to
tackle management chal-

While the program draws
upon the insights and current
research of Wharton faculty,
the discussions and cases are
centered on the distinctive
challenges of security executives. The program design is a
result of the close collaboration of Wharton faculty with
industry experts from ASIS In-

Certification Profile
Armed with a degree in electronics engineering from the DeVry Institute of Technology in Chicago, John Philippi, CPP,
PSP, entered the security consulting and
systems engineering field right out of
college. In 2007, after spending 17 years
in the industry as a provider, Philippi joined the end-user
side. “I started at HSBC, one of the largest banking and financial services organizations in the world, as their vice
president and director of physical security risk technology
for North America,” he says.
In less than two years, he was promoted to senior vice
president for North America, physical security risk. This
position combines his technology responsibilities with the
operational aspects of physical security, which include
guard force management, workplace violence, background
investigations, executive protection, and travel security.
“Issues that keep me up at night are related to workplace
violence and terrorism,” Philippi notes.
Communication, he adds, is a critical part of the job. “Although e-mail is necessary…the actual work gets done by
getting to know folks and having conversations,” Philippi
says. “I have weekly one-on-one sessions with my direct
reports. Additionally, I probably spend 4 to 5 hours a day
on the phone or having face-to-face conversations with a
wide variety of people, including managers from different
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business units such as bank branches and call centers.”
He describes security management as “an interesting
and intuitive” field. “Security is also satisfying, as is asset
protection—the greatest asset being people,” Philippi
adds. “Protecting people is an admirable profession. And
because security is intuitive, it’s easy to explain to other
people what I do, and they get it.”
An ASIS member for some 20 years, Philippi earned his
Certified Protection Professional® (CPP) designation in
1995. He achieved his Physical Security Professional®
(PSP) designation in 2000. “I was encouraging my team
to get their PSPs, so I joined their study group and took
the journey with them,” he states. “We all passed.”
The certifications were instrumental in making him a
candidate for his current position. “They garnered immediate respect and understanding that I was a subject-matter expert,” he says. “It is this expertise that benefits my
company.” Philippi has also earned a master’s degree in
business administration and organizational security management from Webster University.
Philippi intends to encourage his staff to pursue certification. “Of my direct reports, one is already a CPP and
three intend to sit for the CPP exam. Two others are
preparing for their PSP certification.”
—Profile by Vicki Moeser, former ASIS public relations
manager
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